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Polynomials with some or all coeflicients not fixed are considered. Some 
theorems are derived for such polynomials having all zeros in a half strip (or a 
strip) which belongs to the left-half complex plane L = {s: Re s <O} or 
L,, = {s: Re s $0). Proofs of the theorems become simple by applying some results 
from electric network realizability theory. 0 1988 Academic PRSS, IN. 
Giroux [l] derived the following result: Let 
j-~(x)=(x-a~)(x-a*)~~~(x-an) (1) 
f2(x)=(x--,)(x-B*)...(x-B”-,) (2) 
witha,</?,<a,< ‘.-<j?n-,<a,, and let s E @. Then, for any real num- 
ber c, the zeros of the polynomial F(x) =fr(x) + icfz(x), where i= 0, 
are all in the half strip Im s > 0, a, 6 Re s < a,, or all in the conjugate half 
strip. 
We will consider only the case where the half strip is in the closed left- 
half complex plane (a, GO), a case which has relevance to numerous 
engineering applications. For this case, however, we will expand the above 
result in the following directions: 
In Section II we consider the sum of an arbitrary (finite) number of 
polynomials with interlacing zeros such as fr(x) and f*(x), each multiplied 
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by an arbitrary real constant. We derive a theorem on the zeros of such a 
sum confined to a half strip in the complex plane. 
In Section III we consider polynomials with coefficients which may take 
on values in continuous intervals. We derive the conditions under which 
such polynomials still have all zeros in a half strip of the complex plane, for 
all values of the coefficients in the said intervals. In Section IV we derive 
some classes of Hurwitz polynomials (i.e., all the zeros of which are con- 
fined to the left-half complex plane), from a given Hurwitz polynomial. 
Such expansions are related to robust stability theory, i.e., the stability of 
interval polynomials (or matrices) which are the characteristic polynomials 
(or state matrices) of linear systems. Numerous authors have recently 
tackled such problems [2-71. 
Usually, mathematical theorems are used to obtain results applicable to 
engineering systems. In the present paper, the opposite line of thought is 
applied. Following the approach taken by Bose [3], we use some concepts 
and results from electric network realizability theory to make the proofs 
of our mathematical theorems simple.’ As mentioned above, these 
mathematical results, in turn, are related to some other engineering 
applications. 
In many applications, characteristic polynomials are required to have 
real coefficients. All our results are readily modified to pertain to such cases 
by noting that if, for instance, all zeros off,(x) + icy*(x) are in a half strip, 
then all zeros of the real polynomial f:(x) + c2fz(x) are in the strip. 
II. SUM OF AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF POLYNOMIALS 
THEOREM 1. Let 
m(x) = (x+x1)(x+x2) ... (x+x,) (3) 
nj(x) = tx + Ylj)tx + Y2j) . tx + Yn- I,j)V j= 1, . . . . k (4) 
complying with 
O<X,<Y~j<X2<Y2j< ‘.. <Yn-l.j<Xn, Vj = 1, . . . . k. (5) 
Then 
(1) All the zeros of the polynomials 
g(X)= i Snj(Xh (6) 
j=l 
1 It is possible, of course, to prove our theorems directly without relying on the network 
theory concepts, by retracing the original proofs of the latter. However, this approach might 
be unnecessarily much more cumbersome. 
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where 1, (j= 1, . . . . k) are any real non-negative numbers (excluding the trivial 
case 1, = 0 Vj= 1, . . . . k), are real, negative, and simple. 
(2) Denote the zeros ofg(x) (f or any choice of the set Ij 2 0) by -z, , 
-Z 2, a-*, -z,-1, and suppose, without loss of generality, that 
z, <z,< ... <z”-l. (7) 
Then, 
O<x,<z,<x,< ... <z”_l<x”. (8) 
(3) The zeros of the polynomials 
h(x) = m(x) + ig(x) Vlj>O (j= 1, . ..) k) (9) 
are all in the half strip 
-x,<Res< -x,60; Ims>O or ImsGO, (10) 
where s E @. Alternatively, the zeros of the real polynomials 
m’(x) + g’(x) VljziO (j= 1, . . . . k) (11) 
are all in the strip 
-x,<Resd -x,dO (12) 
and thus, are strictly Hurwitz polynomials. 
Proof The proof will carried out using concepts from electrical 
network realizability theory, along lines similar to a proof in [3] of a 
different result. 
It is well known [S] that the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
rational function, in the complex frequency variable, to represent he input 
impedance of an electrical network composed of resistors and capacitors 
only, are: 
(1) The poles and zeros of the function are simple and interlace on 
the real nonpositive axis of the complex plane. 
(2) The root closest to the origin is a pole. 
(3) The leading coefficient of the function is positive. 
Obviously, these conditions (1) to (3) ensure that each of the functions 
1 .n .(x) AL-, 
m(x) 
ijziO, j= 1, . . . . k (13) 
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is such an input impedance, where x represents the complex frequency 
variable. Now, the sum of such functions corresponds to the input 
impedance of a series connection of the networks whose input impedances 
are the individual functions. Hence 
k snjw g(x) 
c j=, m(x) =- m(x) (14) 
still represents the input impedance of a resistor-capacitor network. 
Therefore, the necessary conditions (1) and (2) above, directly imply the 
first and second parts of the theorem (Eqs. (6) and (8)). 
Now, since the first two parts of the theorem have been proved, it is 
evident that g(x) and m(x) in (6) and (3) comply with the conditions on 
f2(x) andf,(x) in (2) and (1). Hence, by Giroux [l], the proof of the third 
part of the theorem is completed. Q.E.D. 
Remark. One of the reviewers has very kindly provided the author a 
direct proof of this result. The proof is based on considerations which are 
used in the original derivation of the network realizability properties. This 
is consistent with our footnote. However, using this direct approach, the 
result is proved without the restriction xi > 0; i.e., a more general result is 
obtained. 
III. INTERVAL POLYNOMIALS 
THEOREM 2. Let xi, yi, zi, wi (j= 1, . . . . m) be real numbers complying 
with 
o<x,<y,<x,< ... <x,<y, 
o<z,<y,<z,< ... <z,<y, 
o<x,<w,<x,< ... <x,<w, 
o<z,<w,<z,< ... <z,<w,. 
Let aj (j = 0, . . . . 2m + l), b,+ 1 (j=O, . . . . m), c2j (j=O, 
the coefficients of the following polynomials 
fi (x+xj)= i a2j+lxmPi 
j=l j=O 
fi (x + yj) = f a2jxm-i 
j=l j=O 
. . . . 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
, m) be defined by 
(19) 
(20) 
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x+2,)= f b2j+lxm-j 
j=O 
(21) 
fi (x + Wj) = 2 C*jXm-j. 
j=l j=O 
(22) 
If one of the following four sets of intervals is consistent 
Cc4j9 1z4j19 Ca++l, b4j+ll, Cadj+2, Cdj+21, Cb++3, adj+jl; (23) 
or 
Cc4j9 tz4j19 Cbdj+l, adj+ll, Cadj+z, C4j+*l, CUdj+,, bdj+31; (24) 
or 
C”4jY c4j13 Cay+l,b++ll, CCdj+2,ay+zl, Lb++39 adj+xl; (25) 
or 
C”4j3 c4jlP Cby+l,ay+ll, [C4j+2,a4j+zI, Ca~j+3,b~j+31; (26) 
where for the first interval of each of the sets j= 0, 1, . . . . L(2m + 1)/4 J, for 
the second interval j= 0, 1, .,., L2m/4 _I, for the third interval j = 0, 1, . . . . 
L(2m - 1)/4], and for the fourth interval j= 0, 1, .,,, L(2m - 2)/4], and L/J 
denotes an integer in the interval (I- 1, r], then: 
For any real number c and for any real numbers aj (j = 0, . . . . 2m + 1) in 
the above consistent intervals,* the zeros of the polynomials 
f (a2jx+ icazj+ 1) xmei 
j=O 
(27) 
are all in the half strip 
Mint -.Y~, -w,)<Res<O; ImsgO or ImsGO, (28) 
where s E @. 
Proof. The proof will again be carried out using concepts from elec- 
trical network realizability theory. (15), (19), and (20) ensure that all the 
poles and zeros of the rational real function 
Pjnl (P'+Yj) 
i 
fi (P2+xj) (29) 
j=l 
in the p-plane are simple, purely imaginary, and interlace with each other. 
’ For instance, if (23) is consistent, cz, are permitted to be in the intervals c.,, < Q, < ad,, 
a 4,+1 .G a 4,+1~b4,+ll a4,+2 G ++2 d c4,+2, b4,+, G a4,+3 < a4,+,. 
409,132,1-6 
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Also, the leading coefficient of (29) is positive. Hence, (29) is a positive real 
odd (pro) function, and therefore [9] all the zeros of the polynomial 
f,tP)=P fi tP*+.!Jj)+ fi tP’+xj) 
/=I ;= 1 
= p f a2jp*(m-J) + 2 q+ I p2(m -A 
(30) 
j=O j=O 
are clustered in the open left-half p-plane, L = { p: Re p < 0} ((30) is a 
strictly Hurwitz polynomial). 
Likewise, from (16), (20), and (21), from (17), (19), and (22), and from 
(18), (21), and (22), we have that all the zeros of each of the polynomials 
f&)=p f ~~~p*(“--j)+ f b2j+lp2(m--j) (31) 
j=O J=o 
(32) 
j=O j=O 
(33) 
j=O j=O 
respectively, are clustered in L. 
We now use a theorem by Kharitonov [2] which states that the 
polynomials 
f(p)= i cr,p”-‘; ajE CPj9 Yjl, (34) 
j=O 
where the real coefficient aj, j = 0, 1, . . . . n, takes any arbitrary value in the 
closed interval [fij, yj], are strictly Hurwitz (all zeros are clustered in L), if, 
and only if, the following four polynomials are strictly Hurwitz: 
yop~+~1p”~1+~2pn~2+y~p”~3+y4pn~4+85pn-5+~ap”-6+ ... 
(35) 
YoP”+YlP”-’ +82pn~2+83pn-3+Y4pn-4+y5pn-5+B6pn-6+ “’ 
(36) 
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If one of the four sets of intervals (23) to (26) is consistent, we can identify 
fj(p),j= 1, . ..> 4, in (30) to (33) with the four Kharitonov polynomials (35) 
to (38) and, by doing so, we define the upper and lower bounds of the 
intervals yi and pi in (34), in terms of the coefficients u2jr a2j+l, b,, ,, czj. 
Hence, by the Kharitonov theorem we obtain that 
f(p)= f cr,p”-‘; n=2m+l (39) 
j=O 
are strictly Hurwitz polynomials for all aj in the appropriate set of intervals 
out of (23) to (26), which will be termed in the sequel the “legitimate” 
interval. Therefore, the ratios of the even and odd parts off(p), i.e., 
(40) 
are pro functions. Therefore, all the poles and zeros of (40), for all aj in the 
“legitimate” interval, are simple, purely imaginary, and interlace with each 
other. Multiplying (40) by p and substituting p2=x, we obtain that the 
polynomials 
m 
x 1 a2jxmPj and 
j=O 
jgo azj+ 1-f-j (41) 
comply with the conditions required by Giroux [ 11. Therefore, the zeros of 
the polynomials (27) are all in a half strip Im s > 0 (or Im s < 0) and Re s 
in the largest possible interval between zeros of the polynomials in (41). To 
complete the proof of Theorem 2, it remains to prove that the farthest zero 
of the polynomials in (41) from the origin is x = -y, or x = -w,. 
Note first that a2j, ay+ i, b,, i, c2j (j = 0, 1, . . . . m) as defined in (19) to 
(22) are necessarily positive, and hence all ai in the “legitimate” intervals 
are also positive. Next, consider the values of the following three 
polynomials ((20), (22), and a polynomial derived from (41)) for x < 0: 
g,(x)= fi (x+yj)= f u2jXm-j=aOxm+a2Xm-1 
j=l j=O 
+uqXm-2+a6Xm-3+ ... 
g2(x)= 2 a2jxm-i=aOxm+a2xm-1+a,xm~2+a,xm-3+ . . . 
j=O 
gJx)= 5 C2jXm-j=CoXm+C2Xm-1+C4Xm-2+C6Xm-3+ -... 
j=O 
(42) 
(43) 
(4) 
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By (23) to (26) we always have either 
c4j d a+6 a4, and a4,+r6~4,+2Gc4,+2 
or 
(45.1) 
a4j d cl4j 6 c4j and C4j+2GQI+2Ga4,+2. (45.2) 
Therefore, for x 6 0 we have either 
or 
g,(x) G g,(x) G g,(x) (46.1) 
g3b) d g2(x) G g,(x). (46.2) 
Hence, Fig. l(a or b) is pertinent, and the farthest zero of 
g*(X)=cJY!O C12jXm-j from the origin is closer to the origin than either the 
farthest zero of g,(x) (i.e., x= -ym) or the farthest zero of g3(x) (i.e., 
x= -w,). Now, since the zeros of the polynomials in (41) interlace with 
each other on the nonpositive real axis, and since the degree of 
a 
b 
\ ’ \ KM 
! ‘, ,‘/ ./’ I \ \ I’ .I 
k7+ 
‘\ ‘1 
.\‘\ ,fl./, ./I / ‘\.,./. 
L 
g,(x)org3(x) 
Q&Xl 
Q3(xlorQ,(xl 
* 
X 
FIG. 1. (a) Plot of g,(x), g2(x), g,(x) for x < 0, WI even; (b) plot of g,(x), g,(x), g3(x) 
for x < 0, m odd. 
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ci”= Oa2j+lx m-i is equal to the degree of c,YZo aZjxm-j= g2(x), it is evident 
that the farthest zero of the polynomials in (41) from the origin is a zero of 
g2(x):, and not a zero of cF=o uzj+ ,x”-j. This proves that the farthest zero 
of the polynomials in (41) from the origin is x = -y, or x = -w,, for all 
uj in the “legitimate” interval, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Q.E.D. 
IV. CLASSES OF HURWITZ POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we will present classes of Hurwitz polynomials which are 
derived from a given Hurwitz polynomial. 
Let F(s) be a strictly Hurwitz polynomial; i.e., its coefficients are real and 
its zeros are confined to L = {s: Re s < 01. Denote the even and odd parts 
of F(s) by m(s2) and sn(s2), respectively: 
F(s) = m(s’) + sn(s2). (47) 
Let ci, c2, and cg be real numbers. On substituting s2 = p, we obtain the 
following Hurwitz polynomials: 
(1) c*dP)+c,dP) vc, > 0, c2 > 0, (48) 
(2) c,MP)+c*PdP) vc, > 0, c2 > 0. (49) 
(3) If the degree of F(s) is even, then 
c,m2(P)+c2n2(P) t/c, >o, c,>o. (50) 
(4) If the degree of F(s) is odd, then 
vf2(P)+c2P2n2(P) vc,>o, c,>o. (51) 
t.5) c,m2(P)+c2P2n2(P)+c~n2(P)+2~Pm(P)n(P) 
Vc, >O, c2>0, c,>O; (52) 
(6) c,P2n2(P)+c2P2m2(P)+c,m2(P)+2Jc,c,P2m(P)n(P) 
vc,>o, c2>0, c,>o. (53) 
Proofs. It is well known [8, 91 that the zeros of pn( p) and m(p) are 
simple and interlace on the nonpositive real axis of the p-plane. Since the 
leading coefficients of both m(p) and pn( p) are positive, it is also evident 
that clm(p)/pn(p), c1 > 0, as well as cln(p)/m(p), c1 > 0, may represent 
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input impedances of electrical networks composed of resistors and 
capacitors only (RC networks). Therefore, 
and 
(54) 
also represent input impedances of RC networks, for all c, > 0, c2 > 0. 
Hence, all the zeros of the polynomials in (48) and (49) are simple, real, 
and negative, which is a special case of strictly Hurwitz polynomials. 
Now, if the degree of F(s) is even, then the degree of m(p) is equal to the 
degree of pn(p), and therefore m(p) and n(p) comply with the 
requirements on f,(x) and f2(x) in ( 1) and (2), respectively (~1~ is a zero of 
m(p)). Hence [ 11, the zeros of m(p) + icn( p) are all in a half strip which 
belongs to L = { p: Re p CO}. Evidently, the zeros of the real polynomial 
(50) are confined to a strip which belongs to L, and hence (50) is a strictly 
Hurwitz polynomial. 
If the degree of F(‘(s) is odd, then the degree of m(p) is equal to the 
degree of n(p), and therefore pn(p) and m(p) comply with the require- 
ments onf,(x) andf,(x) in (1) and (2), respectively (a, is a zero ofpn(p)). 
Hence [ 11, the zeros of pn( p) + icm( p) are all in a half strip which belongs 
to L, A LU{ p: Re p = O}. Evidently, the zeros of the real polynomial (51) 
are confined to a strip which belongs to L,, and hence (51) is a Hurwitz 
polynomial in the wide sense. 
Consider again (54). Since it may represent he input impedance of an 
RC network, we also know that the zeros of c,m(p) + c,pn(p) and pn(p) 
are simple and interlace on the non-positive real axis of the p-plane. The 
degree of c,m(p) + c,pn(p) is equal to the degree of pn(p). It is readily 
verified that c,m(p) + c2 pn(p) and n(p) comply with the requirements on 
fr(x) and f2(x) in (1) and (2), respectively. Hence [l], the zeros of 
c,m(p) + c,pn(p) + icn(p), for any real number c and real positive 
numbers c, and c2, are all in a half strip which belongs to L. Thus, the 
zeros of 
g(P)= Cclm(p) + c2pn(p)12 + c2n2(p) (56) 
are also in a strip which belongs to L. Substituting 
c2=k 1 19 c;=k2, c2=k3, (57) 
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we obtain from (56) that the zeros of the real polynomial 
g(P)=klm2(P)+k2P2~2(P)+k,~2(P)+2~P~(P)~(P~ 
Vk, > k,, k, > 0, (58) 
are all in a strip which belongs to L, and hence, (52) is a strictly Hurwitz 
polynomial. 
Now consider again (55). The zeros of c,n(p) + c2m( p) and m(p) are 
simple and interlace on the negative real axis of the p-plane, where the 
closest zero to the origin is a zero of m(p). Also, the degree of m(p) is 
equal to the degree of c,n(p) + c,m(p). It is readily verified, therefore, that 
p(c,n( p) + c2m( p)) and m(p) comply with the requirements of fi(x) and 
f2(x) in (1) and (2) respectively. Hence, the zeros of 
h(P) = cc1 P(P) + c2P4P)12 + c2m2b) (59) 
are in a strip which belongs to L,, for all real c and for all real positive c1 
and c2. Substituting again (57), we obtain from (59) that (53) is a Hurwitz 
polynomial in the wide sense. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If 
F,(s) = m(s’) + snj(s2) 
are strictly Hurwitz polynomials Vj= 1, . . . . k, then, as shown by Bose [3], 
F(s) = m(s”) + sg(s2), 
where 
g(s2) = i ljinj(S2), 3Lj20, j= 1, . . . . k, i Aj#O 
j=l j= 1 
is also a strictly Hurwitz polynomial. Hence, we can replace n(p) by g(p) 
in (48) to (53). 
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